Dioxygen activation at monovalent nickel.
The monovalent oxidation state of nickel has received a growing amount of attention in recent years, in part due to its suggested catalytic role in a number of metalloprotein-mediated transformations. In coordination chemistry, nickel(I) is suitable for reductive activation of dioxygen, provided ligands are used that stabilize this less common oxidation state against disproportionation reactions. Two distinct molecular systems have been explored, which have provided access to new nickel-dioxygen structure types, namely, monomeric side-on and end-on superoxo and trans-micro-1,2-peroxo-dinickel complexes. The geometric and electronic structures of the complexes have been established by advanced spectroscopic methods, including resonance Raman and X-ray absorption spectroscopies, and augmented by density functional theory analyses.